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Backtracking
ENGINEERING MAJORS HAVE
ENOUGH STRESS WITHOUTHAVING
TO WORRYABOUT TUITION.
If one of the angles you've been
studying lately is a way to pay your
tuition costs, Army ROTC would like
to offer some sound advice.
Apply for an Army ROTC
scholarship.
Recently, we set aside hundreds
of scholarships solely for engineering
majors like yourself.
Each one covers full
tuition, books and other
supplies, and pays you up
to $1,000 each school
year it's in effect.
So if the stress of
worrying about tuition
is bending you out of
shape, get some finan-
cial support. Apply
for an Army ROTC
scholarship today.
For more informa-
tion, contact your Pro-
fessor of Military Science.
ARMY ROTC.
BEAUYOUCANBE.
University of Illinois
217-3334550
^i=i^
FELLOWSHIPS
Since 1949, more than 4,500 men and women have
earned advanced degrees in engineering and science
with the help of Hughes fellowships The Hughes
commitment to furlhering your education and your
career
fylore than 100 new fellowships will be available in
the coming year for graduate study in
Engineering (Electrical, Mechanical,
Systems, Aeronautical)
Computer Science
Applied Math
Physics
As a Hughes fellow, you could be studying for your
Master's, Engineer, or PhD degree while receiving:
Tuition, bool<s, and fees
Educational stipend
Full employee benefits
Professional-level salary
Summer employment
Technical experience
Total Value: $18,000 to $40,000 a year.
You'll also have the opportunity to gam valuable
on-the-|Ob experience at Hughes facilities m Southern
California and Arizona while you're completing your
degree.
Work Study Fellows work part-time during the
academic year while studying at a nearby university Full
Study Fellows work in the summer and study full-time
And since Hughes is involved with more than 90
technologies, a wide range of technical assignments is
available In fact, an Engineering Rotation Program is
available for those interested in diversifying their work
experience.
If you'd like assistance from a company committed
to advancing the frontiers of technology, fill out and mail
the coupon below Or write to;
Hughes Aircraft Company
Corporate Fellowship Office
Dept. 104-14, BIdg. C2/B168
P.O. Box 1042, El Segundo, CA 90245
Prool ot U S Citizensriip Required
Equal Opportunily Employer
THE COMMITMENT
BEHIND THE PROGRAM
Hughes Aircraft Company. Corporate Fellowship Office. Dept.
BIdg. C2/B168, P.O. Box 1042, El Segundo, CA 90245.
Please consider me a candidate for a Hughes Fellowship and send
necessary information and application materials
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Colossal Computers Rob Busse
The latest machines from the supercomputer companies are
executing programs much faster than their prototypes. This
kind of technology creates new problems that must be
overcome.
Railway History James O'Hugan
For those people searching for nostalgia, a paradise exists in
Union, Illinois. The Illinois Railway Museum offers a look at
the past for both kinds of engineers.
Write a Thesis: Receive a Degree Tusluir Chamlc
Nearly all graduate programs culminate in the publication of a
specialized paper. This process is understandably mystcnous,
ou ing \o the small percentage of PhD's in the country.
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Tech Teasers Editorial
1. The number 324 is unusual not
j^^only because it is a perfect square
^^( 18 X 18 = 324) but also because its digits
are consecutive integers. What perfect
<^^-ube is comprised of consecutive integers?
'^^ 2. One day Mrs. Adams visited Far-
mer Brown's vegetable stand to purchase
some com. After buying n ears for m dol-
lars. Farmer Brown declared. "If you buy
10 more ears of com. I'll give you all the
com for two dollars, and you'll save 80c
per dozen!"
Find the integers n and m.
3. In some ailificial intelligence ap-
plications, two pictures are compared us-
ing needle statistics to see how closely
they are alike. If an image consists of a
series of equally spaced parallel lines,
where the distance between lines is a. and
the needle is of length 1 (=Sa). what is the
probabilitN' that the needle, if dropped ran-
domly on the image, will touch a line?-
4. How many squares appear in the
fieure below?
answers on page 14
Mind Over Body
At press time, the Fighting Illini
were ranked si.xth nationally (DPI), and
held the top spot in the Big Ten. This has
almost promised Mike White's boys a trip
to the Rose Bowl.
Who are the Fighting Illini? They're
our classmates, of course. But we en-
gineers probably won't find them in our
classes. Chances are. our mates south of
Green won't see much of them either.
The national publicity and local fer-
vor surrounding the mighty Orange and
Blue men has spawned a new wave of
support for revenue sports. Not only are
the crowds packing Memorial Stadium,
but their dollars are saiffing the coffers of
the Athletic Association.
The recent rage of goalpost toppling
has meant no dent in the AA's funds. But
the Erlenmeyer tlask you dropped in
Chem Lab last week will be tacked on to
your student account. Why the difference?
The AA has a regular battalion of
contributors who receive preferential treat-
ment for their "charity." They are pro-
vided with tickets, parking spaces close to
the stadium, and even dinner with the
team. Academia is not so fortunate; a ma-
jor portion of contributed funds must be
solicited. To motivate the potential contri-
butors, the University must sell the educa-
tional quality of its programs. Often, this
is difficult since the supporters are lured
by the AA with promises of tickets and
tlie like.
One clearly receives a quicker and
more entertaining return from a donation
to the AA. Endowments to academics rel\
on the long-temi social benefits afforded
through the fostering of higher education.
That's a far cry from beers and cheers.
While a donation to revenue sports
may help a team rise to the limelight,
thereby bringing recognition to the whole
institution. 1 ask that in 1993 those contri-
butors check the status of the athletes the\'
have supported in 1983. Then check the
staOis of several high-caliber engineering
graduates of 1983. Some of the athletes
mav be lucky enough to be doing Lite
beer commercials; most will have been
punted into obscurity. I predict that the
engineers will have introduced several
new applications of technology which will
affect most segments of the population.
These engineers will have progressed
without being pampered by an abundant
stack of dollar bills. Imagine what they
could have done if more dollars had been
stacked in their favor.
Companies and foundations are be-
ginning to strengthen their support for en-
gineering education. Among the donations
this \ear are personal computers from the
National Science Foundation and CAD
CAM equipment from IBM.
Engineering education must not be
allowed to fall as the goalposts have.
Money can replace the goalposts to their
original stature, but not higher. However,
our body of knowledge is incremented by
each contribution to education; this body
of know ledge is forward-chaining and
must receive continuing support.
d^.y^-^
Illinois Technograph invites letters in response to
its articles and editorials, or any other item of in-
terest to our readership. Articles, photographs,
and other contributions will also be considered.
Letters must be signed, but names will be with-
held upon request.
by Rob Busse Colossal Computers
"The computers I design are very simple. My
computers just add. divide, multiply and subtract.'
—Seymour R. Cray
Computer Design. Dec. 1982
Technological advancements have
created problems in dealing with the large
number of calculations required for solv-
ing many engineering problems. The com-
plexity of some problems has increased to
the point where several billion arithmetic
calculations are required to solve them.
Only twenty years ago, this type of calcu-
lating power was science fiction.
Today, powerful high-speed compu-
ters have been developed which give the
engineer and scientist an incredible
amount of computing power. These super-
computers, of which only about a hundred
exist in the entire world, incorporate adv-
ances in microelectronics and computer
architecture which were unheard of when
Sperry Univac delivered the first commer-
cial computer to the bureau of the census
in 1931.
To comprehend the need for the
more than 100 million arithmetic opera-
tions per second, one must first under-
stand the types of problems on which
these supercomputers work. Supercompu-
ters are not like the IBM's or Burroughs
computers that sit in the back rooms of
banks all day and keep records of deposits
and withdrawals. At 100 million opera-
tions per second, a supercomputer could
process the bank transactions for a given
month of every person in the United
States in well under an hour. Instead, su-
percomputers are used in the simulation of
physical phenomena, which require an
astronomical amount of calculations.
A typical problem involves modeling
of the flow of a tluid around an object.
This problem is important in aerodyna-
mics when the behavior of air around an
airtbil or rocket body is under study. A
simulation requires the solution to a sys-
tem of piirtial differential equations which
describes the fiuid fiow. Tlie mathemati-
cian can prove that a solution exists, but
to obtain the solution within a reasonable
time period requires a numerical approx-
imation which only a supercomputer can
perform.
To solve a tluid fiow problem, a set
of three-dimensional grid points around
the body is established. Then, to each of
these points, the system of partial dif-
ferential equations is applied to calculate
the value at every grid point. Through a
series of successive approximations, the
values at the grid points are calculated un-
til they solve the system of equations to a
specified degree of accuracy.
A simulation of the airflow around a
rtx'ket body was performed on the llliac
IV in the late Seventies. The llliac IV, the
first computer capable of performing over
20 million operations per second, was de-
signed by a team led by D. L. Slotnick at
the University. The computations con-
sisted of the plot of a quarter of a million
grid points which described the airflow.
Each iteration of a data point required be-
tween 10 and 500 operations to arrive at
the new data value. The final solution re-
quired 10" arithmetic operations and took
the llliac IV only eighteen hours of com-
puting time to complete.
There are currently two major com-
panies which make supercomputers. Con-
trol Data Coiporation manufactures the
Cyber 205 which is capable of 200 mil-
lion operations per second with a central
memory of four million 64-bit words.
Cray Research makes the Cray-XMP,
capable of 200 million to 400 million op-
erations per second with the same amount
of memory. Both the Cray-XMP and the
Cyber 205 cost between $10 million and
$20 million.
IBM, Sperry Univac, Adahl, and a
few others make computers which exceed
the current criteria of over 20 million op-
erations per second required of a super-
computer, but they are not as advanced as
the Cray-XMP or the Cyber 205. The
llliac IV was installed at the Ames Re-
search Center of the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration in 1972 and is
still considered the fastest computer for
certain calculations, even though it was
dismantled over two years ago.
The high speeds of supercomputers
have been obtained in part through adv-
ances in microelectronic technok)gy. The
first primitive computers of the 1950"s ^^
were slow machines with gate delays of |^B
10,000 nanoseconds. With the invention
of the transistor, this time was cut to
under 100 nanoseconds and new develop-|
ments in integrated circuits have decreasec
the time of a gate delay to under 10
nanoseconds, and. in some instances, as
for emitter coupled logic (ECL), to under
1 nanosecond. Advances in gallium arse-
nide technology promise even shorter gate
delays since electrons, the main carriers of
electronic signals in most computer mic-
roelectronics, move three to ten times fas-
ter in gallium arsenide than in silicon.
When gate delays are decreased be-
low one nanosecond, the propagation time
between chips becomes important. Light
travels at a speed of 0.3 to 0.9 feet per
second in wire, so the difference in prop-
agation times between a three foot and a
one foot wire can affect the merall speed
of the computer. In the Cray- 1 . the w ire
lengths were kept to less than four feet
and in the newest Cray computer, the
Cray-2, they will be not be any longer
than 16 inches.
Off-chip propagation delay is also
sht>rtened by packing many devices on
one chip to keep chip interconnections to
a minimum. Concentrating a large number
of chips into a small area results in a
problem with power dissipation. A typical
fast bipolar chip can generate about five
watts per chip. The Cray- 1 contained over
300,000 chips in a volume of less than
100 cubic feet. To dissipate the large
amounts of power, coolants are pumped
through supercomputers. The llliac IV
was cooled by pumping refrigerated air
through it. The Cray-XMP and the Cyber
205 are cooled with a freon refrigerant. In
the Cray, the printed circuit boards are
held between slabs of aluminum v\ ith
freon flowing in them, v\hile the Cyber
205 uses tubing clamped to the chips to
contain the coolant. 4 I
To make supercomputers even faster,
new types of computer architecture are
used which allow the computers to pro-
cess data in faster and more efficient i
|
ways. One of these methods is known as
pipelining. Pipelining is analogous to an
assembly line where all parts of the sys-
tem are working on individual parts of the
overall task. A pipelined adder, for inst-
ance, breaks up the addition process into
segments, each of which processes a piece
of the overall addition. The data being
added moves through the pipeline one
segment at a time at ever\' clock pulse.
After an initial start-up time equal to the
time it takes for one sweep to propagate
through the entire pipeline, data will
appeal' at the output of the adder at a rate
equal to the clock pulse.
The architecture of the llliac IV used
a different type of processing, called mul-
tiprocessing, in which the memory was
partitioned into 64 divisions, each control-
led by its own data processor. This
allowed the computer to operate sixty-four
times faster than a standard single proces-
sor machine. These innovations led to a
total price of $40 million.
In either multiprocessing or pipelin-
ing, data in a processor or a pipeline can-
ot be called on for other calculations.
everal calculations can be performed
simultaneously as long as the required
•
data is outside of the processing unit. This
puts a constraint on the speed of some
types of calculations, but performance is
still better than that of computers which
can handle only one operation at a time.
To support high speed calculations, a
supercomputer must have large amounts
of data, which entails large amounts of
memory. The speed at which data can be
transferred between memory and the pro-
cessing unit then becomes a limiting fac-
tor. The Cray- 1 , the Cray-XMP and the
Cyber 205 are designed so that the pro-
cessing unit directly accesses a fast central
memory, which contained the program
and data for immediate calculations.
Magnetic discs store the rest of the data
which is sent to the central memory when
it is needed.
This transfer of data needs to be very
fast to make sure the central processor has
enough data at all times. Since large
amounts of data require wide bandwidths
in order to be transmitted, the speed of
data transmission is limited by the avail-
able bandwidth. The llliac IV fed data in-
dividually to each of its partitioned
memories. This was accomplished by us-
ing sixty-four separate read-write heads on
the disc drives—one read-write head for
each section of memory. Since the Cray
computers and the Cyber 205 do not use
this type of data transfer, the llliac IV was
CRAY X-MP Computer
System (foreground)
and CRAY-1 Computer
system (photo
courtesy of Cray
Research, Inc.)
faster for problems involving flow of large
amounts of data between central and disc
memory.
The current record holder for com-
puting speed is held by the Cray-XMP at
200 million to 400 million operations per
second. This is a phenomenal speed when
compared to the 17 million operations per
second for the Cyber" s 174 and 175 on
campus and a few hundred operations per
second for personal computers. The en-
gineers at Cray research and Control
Data, however, have not completed their
quest for faster speeds. Cray Research is
already at work on the Cray-2, which is
estimated to be six to twelve times faster
than the Cray- 1 , putting it in the area of
one billion operations per second. Faster
electronics and architecture will be used to
reach this speed. A new method of cool-
ing the computer will be implemented in
which the whole computer will be sub-
merged in a liquid tluorocarbon, similar to
the one found in blood plasma. This li-
quid will not only carry away heat more
efficiently than freon or forced air, but it
will also be in direct contact with the
electronic components, allowing for a
very efficient transfer of energy.
Kepler had to fill volumes with hand
calculations to finally arrive at his discov-
ery of elliptical planetary motion. Now,
supercomputers are able to perform the
same number of calculations in a fraction
of a second. Modem scientists and en-
gineers use these machines to delve into
the intricacies of aerodynamics, nuclear
physics and mechanics. The speed of
these supercomputers will lead to a better
understanding of the physical world.
by James O'Hagan
Railway History
Engineers are trained during their college years to
build (or the future. Ttie past, however, can teach
us a lot about designing products for the times to
come. There is a place that offers such a service,
while also providing aesthetic diversion.
More than any other technology, rail-
roading has drawn together the boundaries
of the United States. Rail service has been
an inexpensive, effective, and reliable
source of transportation for delivering
minerals, hauling livestock, or transport-
ing commuters.
The impact of railroads is evident in
all levels of American society. From
handicraft and fashion to economics and
politics, the history of railroading mirrors
the history of the American society in
which it was raised—a history which is
now being re-enacted in northern Illinois.
The Illinois Railway Museum in Un-
ion, Illinois, is a non-profit educational
corporation. Funded by contributions and
mn by volunteers, the museum is a dis-
play of operational cars and locomotives
that played impxjrtant parts in the develop-
ment of the midwestem United States.
Frank Sirinek. Restoration foreman of the
car depiirtment and former general mana-
ger of the museum, explained. "The
museum began in 1953 with one car and
SUX) in Chicago. In 1964. they moved
here [to Union]."" Now the museum has
over 175 cars and locomotives.
The main emphasis of the museum is
to restore all cars and locomotives to
operating condition. "Most of the work
we do here is on things you can"t see."
said Sirinek. Mechanical work on motors,
wiring, wheels and brakes accounts for
most of the restoration time and expense
and is necessary only because the museum
is an operational museum. Visitors can
ride all restored trains, creatine an atmos-
The railroad industry
has come a long way
since the days of
steam power. Here, a
modern derivation of
the old Silver Zephyr
pulls Into Champaign,
(photo by Jane Fiala)
phere much different from traditional
hands-off museums. ""We try to collect
regional pieces."' Sirinek stated. "People
come from Chicago to see the cars they
remember.""
Because of its functional nature, the
expansion of railroading over the years is
readily apparent. The Frisco 1630. a
steam locomotive built for Russia in
1918. is coal operated. ""They have to
clean the oven and put in a new bed of
coals even,' weekend."" explained Dwayne
Tudor, head of Diesel Operations. "'It
takes 3 to 4 hours of preparation to get
running. You can see why the diesel en-
gine was so important to the railroad in-
dustp,'.""
"The plates have to be emptied
periodically. A lever dumps ashes into a
tray under the cab. then new coal is
shoveled into the boiler on top of the
coals."" explained another member. Brad
Wujcik. "As the exhaust leaves and
moves up the stack, it creates a draft.
pulling more air into the tire and making
it bum better.""
In time, the diesel-powered locomo-
tive grew in popularity due to the long
maintenance hours and poor visibility
common in early steam engines. One of
the tlrst diesel engines built was used on
the Milwaukee Road for the Chicago area.
"The diesel engine is not connected to the
wheels."" explained Sirinek. "It just runs
an electric engine which moves the
wheels. It works the same way on modem
engines.""
Later, more extravagant diesel trains
were developed. The Silver Zephyr was
built by General Motors and mn by the
Buriington Railroad in the 1940"s and
50"s. "It had a top speed of over KX)
miles per hour." explained Sirinek. and
"it was the tlrst train with roller bear-
ings."" A diesel generator pro\ided steam.
power, and the air conditioning which ser-
#
viced all seven cars. "The Zephyr was
essentially a coach; it was ultra-modem
—
had no sleeping facilities. It was typical of
trains in the late 1930"s and 40"s."" he ex-
plained.
' Electric motors ga\e rise to trains
and streetcars that ran entirely on electric
current. One such train, the Electroliner.
was used by the Chicago North Shore
Milwaukee RaiK\a>. "To make an elec-
tric train look like the Zephyr was their
goal."" noted Sirinek. The car"s sides
cur\ed to the middle, narrowing the train
and restricting it to the elevated system.
.*\lso. all the cars were permanently cou-
pled with the trucks between cars. ""This
low profile made the n"ain look \er\'
sleek. ver\ streamlined—like a bullet.""
said Sirinek. This appearance was a defi-
nite ad\antage to the railroad, explained
museum member .lim Nicholas of the Chi-
cago Transit Authority (CTA) com-
munications department. ""The North
Shore was running into problems and
wanted something to 'run v\ith the wind."
This train had a free running speed of 85
miles per hour and was capable of 95.""
.Although trains were important in
developing .American societ}'. single cars
played an important role as well. These
streetcars, or trolleys, carried passengers
across town or to nearby cities.
The Red Rocket is a famous car
which earned seven million passengers
per day in Chicago. ""The Red Rocket is
the most readily-recognized piece in the
museum—the car people come out to
see," stated Sirinek. ""It is a double-ended
car. The street cars had large platforms on
the back where e\'er}one would be
ushered on. Then the car would be kept
moving while the passengers paid their
fares and mo\ed into the seating secton.""
.Another car that was not as popular
as the Red Rocket was a car from the Au-
rora Elgin line that ran on an elevated
trussel over what is now Chicago's
I
Eisenhower Expressway. ""This was an
important commuter line which went
under because of the city of Chicago and
.\la\or Daley." said Sirinek. ""Within
I eisiht hours the citv refused to allow the
.Aurora Elgin into the city. It had to stop
at Des Plaines .A\enue. Thousands of
commuters who had ridden into the city
on the .Aurora Elgin had no w a\- to get
home and were stranded."
Other cars ser\ed more specific pur-
poses for the railroads. One such car was
similar to today's snow plows. "With
4800 trolleys at rush hour, they needed
equipment to clean the tracks." explained
Sinnek. Manufactured by McGuire-
Cummings. the snow sweeper was po-
wered by electricit}, and swept snow off
the rails onto the cars below . .A metal
plow on the side extended lateralh and
would demolish cars if the\ were in the
wa\. ""That's from back in the days when
the automobile took its place below the
streetcars." Sirinek noted.
Another car has pro\en useful to the
museum's expansion efforts. ""We have a
special electric-powered wire car which
unreels miles of cable from large rolls.
It"s hot when they unroll it." allowing the
car to tap the wire for energy as it is in-
stalled. A hot wire is one that has an elec-
tric current ninning through it. ""The
workers are on an insulated platfomi as
they install the wire so if the\' bmsh
against it, grab it. hammer it. or bang on
it. it's just as if I did this." said Sirinek.
harmlessK' grabbing a nearb\ rail.
Trains cannot run without tracks, and
the de\elopment of the museum's track
has demanded extra effort. Sirinek said.
"We spent five years constructing this
streetcar track." a two-and-a-half mile
loop of track with tight turns over which
electric streetcars and inter-urban cars
navigate. "The hot potential is the wire."
said Sirinek pointing to the cable mnning
neariy 30 feet above the tracks. "The cur-
rent travels from the wire, through the
car. then through the wheels and back
along the track to the power source." The
rail connections are bonded with copper
wire to ensure a complete circuit.
In keeping w ith the idea of an oper-
ating museum. e\en the overhead power
line resembles that of a city electric rail-
way "The wire work is typical of the
city." noted Sirinek. "Even the poles are
of the type that w as used in Chicago
alono the lake shore and beaches in the
1930"s. New sodium vapor lamps will
add to that appearance."
Sharp turns in the rails create addi-
tional problems. ""With these tight turns.""
explained Sirinek. "there is a great
amount of pressure on the flanges and
sliding of the wheels. If we just constantly
ran the cars one v\ay around the track,
we'd have to replace the wheels after e\-
erv season. So we do tv\o things; we re-
verse the wheels after even, winter, and
we paid S5000 for this wheel lubricator to
keep them from wearing out." The greas-
er is triggered by the weight of the train.
When a car reaches the turn, it trips a
mechanism which pumps a special non-
sliding lubncant onto the track. The wheel
of the train then passes through the lubri-
cant and spreads it along the track. "This
is a market item." said Sirinek. "They're
used on the dow ntown [Chicago] elevated
tracks along the big screeching cur%es like
Lake Street."
The demise of the streetcar was ulti-
mateh- brought about by the development
of the automobile. Member Greg Lang
said. ""The Green Hornet sn-eetcar from
the city of Chicago was developed when
railroads began losing business to the
automobile. The President of the United
States called together representati\es from
the railroading industr> to form the Presi-
dent's Conference Committee. It served
up until 1958. when it was abandoned
completely. This is the only one still
around." It was this car that ser\ed as the
model for today's CTA buses, although
streetcars were more successful. ""They
nuned more commuters in one day than
the CTA now iiunes in a week, and that
includes buses." added Sinnek.
But the streetcars still roll at the Illi-
nois Railway Museum along with kx:omo-
tives. train cars, and other exhibits of rail-
roading nostalgia that only such an oper-
ational museum can provide. Sirinek ex-
plained. ""It's different when \ou come
out here, feel it moving, [and] hear the
steam, ^ou understand what it meant."
II
A Night at the Press
Alter tlic news sta IT has gone home
but betoie the newspaper is delivered in
the morning, the Rantoui Press in Ran-
toul, IlUnois. comes to life. A four-man
crew works most of the night to run
approximately 14.000 newspapers in an
hour. The press crew makes plates ot the
newspaper, loads them onto the press,
inks the press, and pnnts the paper. This
night erew is constantly checking copies
of its product and resetting the press to
make sure the papers are evenly inked and
easily readable. The Daily lllini newspap-
er here at the University is the main pro-
duct produced by the Rantoui Press at
night, (photos by Dave Colhitnil
' yt\ /t :^*-"
Technovisions
by Tushar Chande
The University Graduate Programs booldet states
that a candidate for a PhD degree . . must
demonstrate a capacity for independent research
by the production of an original thesis on a topic
within a major field of study. . . the thesis must
be the work of a single author."
Feeling kind of bored lately? Need
something to make you tear out your hair'.'
Need something you can ignore for a
\e;ir. and be paid to do so? Need some-
thing you can underestimate, overesti-
mate, expand, contract, twist, straighten,
write, rewrite, underwrite, overwrite,
chew, spit out. hate and yet want to take
home to Mom? Well, consider writing a
thesis. It'll change your life, mostly for
the better.
Writing a thesis could get you a
master's degree. That's extremely valu-
able in the job market. Conventional wis-
dom has it that a BS being what it is,
there's more of the same in an MS, and it
is yet piled higher and deeper for a Ph.D.
Actually, you'll learn technical, organiza-
tional and personal things that will come
in handy. But that's not the whole story.
Here's a personal view of what it's really
like to write a thesis.
Let me bare the essentials. First, a
natural ability to handle beer in reasonable
quantities is ven, important. This helps to
accomodate the ups and the downs, espe-
cially the ups, when the guys ne.xt door
throw their graduation bashes. A taste for
other liquid refreshments counts little, for
beer is all you can afford. Secondly, you
need a comfortable chair and a soothing
light source. The chair will help you cogi-
tate. I am inclined to think best at an
angle of 133 degrees to the horizontal
Write a Thesis:
Receive a Degree
(measured counter-ckxrkwise). The lamp
is to sJK'd light, for you can use all the
illumination available. The chair is also
useful for hanging messages. Mine, for
example, has a blue and white, plastic
Piedmont Aidines card that says "OCCU-
PIED by a Through Passenger." It helps
to keep things in perspective. Thirdly, get
a large box of pencils and several good
quality erasers. It's amazing how often
one uses the latter, and how frequently
one loses the former.
An advisor is desirable, but not quite
essential. He foots all the bills, though.
He helps you get your feet wet, and keeps
them pointed straight. Generally, produc-
tivity is way up when his feet are out of
the way.
While good eyesight is useful, it is
vision that is needed. Tunnel vision is not
desirable, and oversight could be hazar-
dous. If you have foresight, you are clear-
ly in the wrong business. It's insight that
is required, but you may need plenty of
hindsight to develop this, so look out.
An appetite for fast food is conve-
nient, if you have the stomach for it.
Eventually though, you cannot tell if it's
fast food cooked slowly, or slow food
cooked fast. Lastly, a sense of humor is
most beneficial. It takes some practice to
laugh at your own mistakes, but it can
help you meet the right sort of people,
make friends with them, and even intlu-
ence them. Sanity is unessential. Even if
you had it to begin with, you would soon
lose it on the way.
It helps to know what you are work-
ing on. Not that it's crucial, for you can
seize on anything that is marginally famil-
iar once the buzz words are recognizable.
The research assignment shapes your reg-
istration schedule, and molds the nature of
your existence. Is experimentation the
order of the day, or is it time to meet
your friendly computer? Experiments
usually need some fabricated apparatus,
and as time runs out, you form them on
the run. Computations can only be made
after you have recovered fritm multiple ^^
crashes, and by then your only concern is ^^
to get out in one piece.
A search for relative literature is the
recommended way to launch your project,'
but the previous claims and counterclaims
could easily send you into a tailspin. A
word to the wary; if well-begun is half
done, ascertain you are indeed beginning
what you are supposed to. Half-baked
ideas could raise hopes, only to flatten
them later.
Preliminary findings are cause to
plan an out-of-town trip to the society
meeting furthest from campus. When you
can't zap them with substance, sway them
with style. Plus, these findings please
sponsors, thnll your advisor, and confuse
the competition. They are heaven-sent.
Also, you are in great shape, for by now
you have found out what not to do. You
can begin writing a first draft of your
thesis, and track down a suitable typist. A
typist you know well can be real lifesav-
er, in more senses than one.
The plot thickens after all course re-
quirements have been completed and the
placement office has announced the new
company lineup. Then either the equip-
ment breaks down or you hit the prover-
bial dead end. 1 like to call this the coun-
ter-current principle. What you most ex-
pect is what is least likely to occur. It's a
principle veteran NFL linebackers are well
acquainted with. Your advisor, convinced
he has simplified things so even you can
do them, offers but a few tantalizing poin-
ters. The data does not fall along the nice
line you predicted, or worse, there is no
data at all. To really brighten things up.
all your dear friends are lost to gradua-
tion. This is trial by misfire. It can be a
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real character-huilder about now. All you
do is simply hang in there, see'.'
Research. It's aptly named. Search
and search again for a glimmer of taith.
for some reproducible, measurable, pre-
dictable facts. If you search long enough,
strong enough, you'll find something. It
doesn't have to be big. It just has to be
there. Once you find it, you tell it like it
is. That's your thesis.
Writing it up is not difficult. It's a
search for precision of expression. Write
all you like, and reduce it by a half. Let
someone read it. hack it. and slash it till
it's red all over. Then just patch it up so
it looks presentable.
Production is the biggest pain: the
graphs, and the pictures, and the prints.
1^
and spacing, and margins, and those re-
ferences, and those typos, and oh. all
those deadlines. Cross those lines and you
are dead. Cross that limit, and you ai^e
dead too. The endless iterations. Refer-
ence 15 is not referred to in the text. Has
Fig. 21 been referenced in the write-up?
Captions never seem to meet the items
they describe. Cut this out. Did you paste
that? Then, the many approvals and reap-
provals fiow in. By now. you don't care
anymore. Does it really matter'.' Who on
earth is ever going to read this junk? Not
much has been accomplished that you
know. But then, the talk during the plant
trip seemed to have gone down well.
There's nothing like a little self-doubt to
really make you think.
Unexpectedly, the advisor signs the
thesis approval fonn. Graduate College
was concerned about the margins only.
There are smiles all around. The thesis
does look. uhm. . . impressive. A journal
publication seems possible. Since abstracts
are stored in data bases for information re-
trieval, this could well be your one tiny
claim to immortality. Well, you learned
something. You learned how to learn.
Perhaps it was a little late, and not quite
as much as you wanted, but you learned.
Oddly enough, there are people out there
who think enough of you to make an
offer that you dare not refuse. Unbeliev-
ably, it's your turn to host a graduation
bash. Then, with your thesis bound, you
take it home to Mom.
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Technotes
Sum of Research
The Sumnuin of Engineering Re-
search- 1 483, a complete update on what
professors do when the\ ;irc not teaching,
has been released by Engineenng Publica-
tions.
The Kport is a 300-page summary of
research activities at the University. Issued
each year, it stimulates interest and aware-
ness of the engineering program and in-
cludes listings of faculty publications,
theses, technical rep(.)rts and faculty hon-
ors at the University.
The summary is necessary as a guide
to the $32.7 million research program, en-
compassing over 2100 persons working on
over 800 projects. "Tt shows the high re-
gard with which the college holds its re-
search programs," said Ann R. Sapoznik,
editor of the manual.
Tlie summary is available upon re-
quest in 1 12 Engineering Hall.
Research Attracts New Firm
For several years. University resear-
chers have been developing a method of
cancer treatment using intense heat
—
hyf)erthemiia. The program has now
attracted a high-technology fimi to Cham-
paign.
URl Themi-X Inc. is a company
specializing in the development of high-
technology medical equipment. "We are
building six to twelve prototype units for
distribution to major medical groups
throughout the country," explained Steve
Goss, Director of Research for the firm.
The advances University researchers
have made in the hyperthermia field have
brought international attention to the
methcxl, which uses either ultrasound or
microwaves to heat cancerous cells and
destroy them. Although hyperthermia will
probably be used with traditional forms of
treatment, common side-effects are eli-
minated. Goss, who received his Ph. D.
in EE from the University in 1978, said,
"The EE Department is one of the finest
in the country and the bioacoustics and
biomechanical engineering departments
have been engaged in hyperthemiia re-
search for some time. It's a very strong
organization."
The project is expected to improve
cooperation between scientists and
businessmen while accelerating basic re-
search into life-saving technology, ex-
plained project coordinator Charles A.
Cain, professor of electrical and bioen-
gineering.
Summer Research
Students interested in science or en-
gineering research may apply for a re-
search participation appointment at Argon-
ne National Laboratory in northem Illi-
nois.
The summer program provides
opportunities for research-oriented students
interested in fields related to energy. Indi-
vidual work with Argonne staff members,
educational seminars, and independent
study are included in the research experi-
ence.
Appointments are made for an
eleven-week summer term, with under-
graduate participants receiving $165 per
week. Graduate and faculty research prog-
rams are also available.
Further information is available in
the Associate Dean's Office, Room 207
Engineering Hall.
Oxford professor visits
Sir Zelman Cowen, Provost of Oriel
College in Oxford and past Governor-
General of Australia, was guest lecturer at
the sixth Tykociner memorial lecture held
here on November 10.
The Tykociner conference consisted
of a lecture by Cowen on "Contemporary
Tasks for the Law" in which he addres-
sed issues ranging from capital punish-
ment to student rebellion. The following
day Cowen met with several student lead-
ers from campus to discuss these topics
and explore their views on the subject. "I
tried to provoke thought among the stu-
dents as to the questions that contempor-
Sir Zelman Cowen from Oxford University speaks
at the Tyltociner conference, (photo by Jane Fiala)
ary law must address," explained Cowen.
"From the types of questions that arose 1
am very pleased."
The conference, sponsored by the
Electrical Engineering department, aims to
emphasize the late Joseph Tykociner" s de-
votion to the science of research encom-
passing humanities, arts, and social and
physical sciences. G. W. Swenson, Head
of the Electrical Engineering Department,
said, "Tykociner felt that there was a uni-
ty to knowledge that all scholarship was
of equal importance. When he left, he re-
quested that his endowment should be
used for these lectures. He felt the lec-
tures should be taken from all fields of
knowledge. We've sought to bring in the
very best scholars."
Tykociner was a member of the
Electrical Engineering faculty at the Uni-
versity from 1921 until he retired in 1948.
The pioneering developer of the sound on
film technology he successfully demons-
trated at Engineering Open House in
1922. he bequeathed his estate to the Uni-
versity for continuation of his ideals.
James O'Hagan
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Perky Piping
Midwesco has de\eloped a new
uaming system to detect problems in
underground piping that promises to save
mone\ and time spent in repairs.
I These systems, manufactured hy Per-
ma-Pipie of Niles. Illinois, are designed to
constantly monitor pre-insulated piping
networks. Should a leak occur in either
the outer casing or service pif)e. audible
and \isible alarms are initiated. A fault
locator is then used to pinpoint the leak
location.
Penna-Pipe"s PermAlert system now
consists of stations that can individual 1\
monitor up to 3000 feet of pipe. In turn, a
PermAlert central control panel (CCP)
oversees as man\ as 4000 stations for a
total of 12 million lineal feet of pipe.
Convenienth located for easy access.
the CCP places all data at a central station
and displays a circuit number identifying
the PermAlert station signaling a problem
and its type. Remote PermAlert panels
connect to the CCP via a coa.xial cable
through which the coded data is transmit-
ted. Problems can be located within two
feet.
In operation. PermAlert's visible and
audible alarm is actuated when moisture
from a break in the casing or service pipe
comes into contact w ith copper v\ ires
embedded in the insulation. The leak also
disturbs calibrated pulses sent through the
copper wire b_\ the time domain reflector
(TDR). which are reflected as echoes
allowing PerrrL^lert's fault locator to pin-
point leak location. Its video screen then
displays the position of the break while a
permanent record is printed on a strip
chart.
Push-Button Protection
For roommates who frequenth lose
their keys. Roberto's has developed a
push-button lock.
The shackle lock is made of har-
dened steel and feauires buttons rather
than a traditional dial or kevhole. Pushing
The Model PL 70 lock combines push-button
convenience with the protection of hardened
steel, (photo courtesy of Roberto s)
the correct five buttons enables the owner
to open the lock much faster than con\en-
tional locks.
A self-closing mechanism makes the
lock ideal for the sightless or for use in
winter when hand movement is hindered
by hea\y gloves.
Videocise
Quadraplegics may be able to exer-
cise and pla\ \ ideo games at the same
time by using a head-operated controller
designed b\ Jon R. Willey of Teledyne
MEC. The controller is an ultrasonic de-
vice that replaces one of the joysticks on
the Atari TV video game. The other stick
remains functional.
This dcMce. tested by both handicap-
ped and non-handicapped players on Atari
Pacman and Combat games, consists of
two microphones placed some distance
behind and to one side of the player's
head. Ultrasound from the headset is pick-
ed up by the microphones and translated
into forward, backward and nght and left
mo\ement on the screen through an inter-
face. Besides being fun. using the control-
ler forces quadraplegics to e.xercise their
neck muscles. This is especialK important
for \oung patients.
.According to \\'ille\ . the controller
could be fined with either \oice. bite or
tongue activated buttons to allow the play-
er not only to maneuver the tank, but also
to fire at will.
Classical Discs
With digital audio gaining increasing
populantv in the musical world (see D/i,'U-
al Aiulio in the November Technograph).
e\en local firms are taking ad\ antage of
the high-qualit> equipment.
\\'ILL-FM. a University-funded clas-
sical music station, uses a Sony CDP-101
compact disc player as a regular part of
daily broadcasting. "We incorporate it
mainly into portions of programming done
by announcers." explained Ed West.
Assistant Chief Engineer for the station.
Because some of the programming is
modulated, a 25 Hz tone is inserted at the
end of a piece of music. Although inaudi-
ble to the human ear. the tone is detected
by electrical equipment and sw itches to
the announcer. When finished, another
tone retums music to the airwaves.
"We ha\e another disc player com-
ing soon." said West. "It's a \er\ fine
instrument. We can usually get the equip-
ment at cut-rate prices as well." This
arrangement works out well for the manu-
facturer because it helps convince con-
sumers of the qualitv sound such equip-
ment can reprixluce.
James O'Hagtm
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Tech Profiles
Judy Liebman received her Ph. D.
from Johns Hopkins in industrial engineer-
ing and operations research (IE/OR), after
having received a bachelor's degree in
physics. She is currently an associate pro-
fessor of lEOR here at the Uni\'ersity.
Liebman views the involvement of
the IE profession in the " "current trend in
automation leading to enormous amounts
of information in computer-readable data
bases. The analytical techniques of indust-
rial engineering will tlnd increasingly
wide use."" She foresees the power of
artificial intelligence in management deci-
sion making and in operations research
models.
Her advice to students interested in
IE OR is to tack a master's degree to the
undergraduate education; this gives the
student additional technical knowledge to
handle real-life problems. Tlie student
could eventualK get an MBA in order to
obtain managerial skills, important if he
or she wishes to become a project mana-
ger or top executive.
Liebman's hobbies fall into two cate-
k;ories: those for which she has time and
hose for which she does not. Bird watch-
ing, reading, and vegetable gardening fall
into the former category, while golfing.
klaying classical piano, and gourmet
ooking make up the latter.
Lam MaUak
Joseph M. Crowley graduated from
MIT with a bachelor's degree in electrical
engineering in 1962. He received his mas-
ter's and Ph. D. degrees in electrical en-
gineering from MIT in 1963 and 1965.
respectively.
Professor Crowley has been u ith the
University since 1966. Currently, he
teaches EE 330 (Electromechanics) and
EE 356 (Applied Electrostatics).
In the past. Crowley has been in-
volved in the development of new-
methods for pumping cooling oil at low
pressures to underground power cables.
Crowley's research interests combine
the fields of electrostatics and bioengineer-
ing. His latest research involves an elec-
trostatic process of sorting cells, such as
blood cells. In this process, cells are pas-
sed single-file through a machine where a
laser beam is directed at each cell. The
fluorescence spectrum of the cell is then
automatically analyzed to determine if the
cell has the properties which are being
studied. The machine will then electrosta-
tically divert those cells to a separate con-
tainer. These samples are very useful in
medical and biological research.
Presently, it may take as long as
eight to ten hours to process a single sam-
ple. Professor Crowley hopes to reduce
this time and thus reduce the cost per
sample.
Richard Barber
Adriaan J. de Witte joined the Mining
Engineering department in 1961. Prior to
this he did geophysical research in the
petroleum industry. The University sought
de Witte to participate in a new program
to include all types of geophysics. Unfor-
tunately, because of administrational diffi-
culties, the program never got off the
ground.
Currently, de Witte teaches Min E
302 (Political. Economic, and Environ-
mental Aspects of Minerals and Their Uti-
lization). Before he took over the class in
the late I960's. it concerned the econo-
mics of minerals. Originally, de Witte
was reluctant to teach the class, but he
realized the opportunity to expand it to in-
clude the political and environmental
aspects of minerals. At the time. en\ iron-
mentalism was not very populai. Howev-
er, after The Year of the Earth was de-
clared in 1971. there was increased
awareness to environmental problems and
Min E 302 became ver\' popular.
Professor de Witte keeps the class in-
teresting and up to date b\ introducing
current events and issues. He tnes to con-
vey to the students that the earth should
be understood and worked with, but not
conquered.
Jane Fiala
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LASERSYSTEM?
Or evaluate primary sensor performances of
multimillion dollar satellites'
Or manage millions of dollars a year in
defense contracts?
The Air Force, that's who.
If you're a talented, motivated electrical
engineer or plan to be. you don't have to wait to
work with the newest, most sophisticated
technology around.
You can do it now, as an Air Force officer
working as an electrical engineer.
Don't get us wrong. We don't hand it to you
on a silver platter. You have to work for it. Hard.
But if you do. we'll give you all the
responsibility you can handle. And reward you well
for taking it.
You'll get housing, medical and dental care —
and excellent pay that increases as you rise in rank.
F'lus there are opportunities to attend graduate
school. If you're qualified and selected, we'll pay
75% of your tuition. Those with special
qualifications can even study full time, at no cost.
So plug into the Air Force. Because when it
comes to technology, the Air Force can help you
achieve great sophistication at a very tender age.
For more information contact your local Air ^
Force recruiter, or call our Enizineer Hotline y
toll-free 1-800-531-5826 (in Texas
1-800-292-5366). Better vet. send your resume to
HRS/RSAANE. Randolph AFB. TX 78150. ^„
There's no obligation. ^^
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IF-YOU-CAN-DREAM-IT-YOU-CAN-DO-IT
Convert the
production line
into a frontier
ofcreativity.
The cast-iron technology of
the factory will soon be silicon
technology.
Chips and computers trans-
fer design information directly
to the factory floor Other
chips make possible flexible
robotics, programmable con-
trollers for machine tools, auto-
mated test systems and digital
inspection cameras. Local
area networks tie together all
these systems.
These are revolutionary
changes that can result in
better-made products, manu-
factured of new materials at
lower cost.
GE is deeply involved in
bringing manufacturing into
the silicon age. In one plant,
electronics and computer sys-
tems enable us to reduce pro-
duction time of a locomotive's
diesel engine frame from 16
days to 16 hours. At our dish-
washer production plant, a
master computer monitors a
distributed system of pro-
grammable controls, robots,
automated conveyors,
assembly equipment and
quality control stations.
We're working on robots
that can see, assembly sys-
tems that hear, and machin-
ery that can adapt to changes
and perhaps even repair itself
This transformation of
manufacturing from the past
to the future creates a need
for new kinds of engineers to
design and operate factories
of the silicon age. They have
to be as familiar with tfie reali-
ties of the assembly line as
with the protocols of software
communications.
They will synchronize
dozens of real-time systems
whose slightest move affects
the performance of every
other system. The frontiers of
manufacturing technology
have been thrust outward. Old
ideas have been questioned,
new ones probed. Some ideas
are now on production lines.
Others are still flickers of light
in an imagination.
All offer opportunities for
you to seek, to grow, and to
accomplish.
Ifyou can dream it,
youcandoit.
